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Abstract

This paper examines the network inter�domain routing in�
formation exchanged between backbone service providers at
the major U�S� public Internet exchange points� Internet
routing instability� or the rapid �uctuation of network reach�
ability information� is an important problem currently fac�
ing the Internet engineering community� High levels of net�
work instability can lead to packet loss� increased network
latency and time to convergence� At the extreme� high lev�
els of routing instability have lead to the loss of internal
connectivity in wide�area� national networks� In this paper�
we describe several unexpected trends in routing instability�
and examine a number of anomalies and pathologies ob�
served in the exchange of inter�domain routing information�
The analysis in this paper is based on data collected from
BGP routing messages generated by border routers at �ve
of the Internet core�s public exchange points during a nine
month period� We show that the volume of these routing up�
dates is several orders of magnitude more than expected and
that the majority of this routing information is redundant�
or pathological� Furthermore� our analysis reveals several
unexpected trends and ill�behaved systematic properties in
Internet routing� We �nally posit a number of explanations
for these anomalies and evaluate their potential impact on
the Internet infrastructure�

� Introduction

Since the end of the NSFNet backbone in April of ����� the
Internet has seen explosive growth in both size and topolog�
ical complexity� This growth has placed severe strain on the
commercial Internet infrastructure� Regular network per�
formance degradations stemming from bandwidth shortages
and a lack of router switching capacity� have lead the pop�
ular press to decry the imminent death of the Internet 	�
��
Routing instability� informally de�ned as the rapid change of
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network reachability and topology information� has a num�
ber of origins including router con�guration errors� transient
physical and data link problems� and software bugs� Insta�
bility� also referred to as �route �aps� signi�cantly con�
tributes to poor end�to�end network performance and de�
grades the overall e�ciency of the Internet infrastructure�
All of these sources of network instability result in a large
number of routing updates that are passed to the core Inter�
net exchange point routers� Network instability can spread
from router to router and propagate throughout the net�
work� At the extreme� route �aps have led to the transient
loss of connectivity for large portions of the Internet� Over�
all� instability has three primary e�ects� increased packet
loss� delays in the time for network convergence� and addi�
tional resource overheard �memory� CPU� etc�� within the
Internet infrastructure�
The Internet is comprised of a large number of intercon�

nected regional and national backbones� The large public
exchange points are often considered the �core of the In�
ternet� where backbone service providers peer� or exchange
tra�c and routing information with one another� Backbone
service providers participating in the Internet core must
maintain a complete map� or default�free routing table� of all
globally visible network�layer addresses reachable through�
out the Internet�
The Internet is divided into a large number of di�er�

ent regions of administrative control commonly called au�
tonomous systems� These autonomous systems �AS� usually
have distinct routing policies and connect to one or more
remote autonomous systems at private or public exchange
points� Autonomous systems are traditionally composed of
network service providers or large organizational units like
college campuses and corporate networks� At the boundary
of each autonomous system� peer border routers exchange
reachability information to destination IP address blocks 	���
or pre�xes� for both transit networks� and networks origi�
nating in that routing domain� Most autonomous systems
exchange routing information through the Border Gateway
Protocol �BGP� 	����
Unlike interior gateway protocols� such as IGRP and

OSPF� that periodically �ood an intra�domain network with
all known routing table entries� BGP is an incremental pro�
tocol that sends update information only upon changes in
network topology or routing policy� Moreover� BGP uses
TCP as its underlying transport mechanism in contrast to
many interior protocols that build their own reliability on
top of a datagram service� As a path vector routing pro�
tocol� BGP limits the distribution of a router�s reachability
information to its peer� or neighbor routers� A path is a se�
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quence of intermediate autonomous systems between source
and destination routers that form a directed route for pack�
ets to travel� Router con�guration �les allow the stipulation
of routing policies that may specify the �ltering of speci�c
routes� or the modi�cation of path attributes sent to neigh�
bor routers� Routers may be con�gured to make policy deci�
sions based on both the announcement of routes from peers
and their accompanying attributes� These attributes� such
as Multi Exit Descriptor �MED�� may serve as hints to help
routers chose between alternate paths to a given destination�
Backbone border routers at public exchange points com�

monly have thirty or more external� or inter�domain� peers�
as well as a large number of intra�domain peering sessions
with internal backbone routers� After each router makes a
new local decision on the best route to a destination� it will
send that route� or path information along with accompa�
nying distance metrics and path attributes� to each of its
peers� As this reachability information travels through the
network� each router along the path appends its unique AS
number to a list in the BGP message� This list is the route�s
ASPATH� An ASPATH in conjunction with a pre�x provide
a speci�c handle for a one�way transit route through the
network�
Routing information shared between peers in BGP has

two forms� announcements and withdrawals� A route an�
nouncement indicates a router has either learned of a new
network attachment or has made a policy decision to prefer
another route to a network destination� Route withdrawals
are sent when a router makes a new local decision that a net�
work is no longer reachable� We distinguish between explicit
and implicit withdrawls� Explicit withdrawls are those asso�
ciated with a withdrawl message� whereas an implicit with�
drawl occurs when an existing route is replaced by the an�
nouncement of a new route to the destination pre�x without
an intervening withdrawl message� A BGP updatemay con�
tain multiple route announcements and withdrawals� In an
optimal� stable wide�area network� routers only should gen�
erate routing updates for relatively infrequent policy changes
and the addition of new physical networks�
In this paper� we measured the BGP updates generated

by service provider backbone routers at the major U�S� pub�
lic exchange points� Our experimental instrumentation of
these exchanges points has provided signi�cant data about
the internal routing behavior of the core Internet� This data
re�ects the stability of inter�domain Internet routing� or
changes in topology or policy between autonomous systems�
Intra�domain routing instability is not explicitly measured�
and is only indirectly observed through BGP information
exchanged with a domain�s peer� We distinguish between
three types of inter�domain routing updates� forwarding in�
stability may re�ect legitimate topological changes and af�
fects the paths on which data will be forwarded between au�
tonomous systems� routing policy �uctuation re�ects changes
in routing policy information that may not a�ect forwarding
paths between autonomous systems� and pathological up�
dates are redundant BGP information that re�ect neither
routing nor forwarding instability� We de�ne instability as
an instance of either forwarding instability or policy �uctua�
tion� Although some of the preliminary results of our study
have been reported at recent NANOG� IETF� and IEPG
meetings� this paper is the �rst detailed written report of
our �ndings� The major results of our work include�

� The number of BGP updates exchanged per day in the
Internet core is one or more orders of magnitude larger
than expected�

� Routing information is dominated by pathological� or
redundant updates� which may not re�ect changes in
routing policy or topology�

� Instability and redundant updates exhibit a speci�c
periodicity of 
� and �� seconds�

� Instability and redundant updates show a surprising
correlation to network usage and exhibit corresponding
daily and weekly cyclic trends�

� Instability is not dominated by a small set of autono�
mous systems or routes�

� Instability and redundant updates exhibit both strong
high and low frequency components� Much of the high
frequency instability is pathological�

� Discounting policy �uctuation and pathological behav�
ior� there remains a signi�cant level of Internet for�
warding instability�

� This work has led to speci�c architectural and pro�
tocol implementation changes in commercial Internet
routers through our collaboration with vendors�

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� Sec�
tion � describes the infrastructure used to collect the rout�
ing stability data analyzed in this paper� Section 
 provides
further background on Internet routing and related work�
Section � describes a number of anomalies and pathologies
observed in BGP routing information� It de�nes a taxon�
omy for discussing the di�erent categories of BGP update
information� and posits a number of plausible explanations
for the anomalous routing behavior� Section � describes key
trends and characteristics of forwarding instability� Finally�
the paper concludes with a discussion on the possible im�
pact of di�erent categories of instability on the performance
of the Internet infrastructure�

� Methodology

Our analysis in this paper is based on data collected from the
experimental instrumentation of key portions of the Internet
infrastructure� Over the course of nine months� we logged
BGP routing messages exchanged with the Routing Arbiter
project�s route servers at �ve of the major U�S� network ex�
change points� AADS� Mae�East� Mae�West� PacBell� and
Sprint� At these geographically diverse exchange points�
network service providers peer by exchanging both tra�c
and routing information� The largest public exchange� Mae�
East located near Washington D�C�� currently hosts over ��
service providers� including ANS� BBN� MCI� Sprint� and
UUNet� Figure � shows the location of each exchange point�
and the number of service providers peering with the route
servers at each exchange�
Although the route servers do not forward network traf�

�c� they do peer with the majority �over �� percent� of the
service providers at each exchange point� The route servers
provide aggregate route server BGP information to a num�
ber of client peers� Unlike the specialized routing hardware
used by most service providers� the route servers are Unix�
based systems which provide a unique platform for exchange
point statistics collection and monitoring�
The Routing Arbiter project has amassed �� gigabytes

of compressed data since January of ����� In January �����
the operational phase of the Routing Arbiter project ended�
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Figure �� Map of major U�S� Internet exchange points�

Data collection and analysis has continued under the aus�
pices of the Internet Performance Measurement and Analy�
sis �IPMA� project 	��� We use several tools from the Mul�
tithreaded Routing Toolkit �MRT� toolkit 	�� to decode and
analyze the BGP packet logs from the route server peering
sessions� Although we analyze data from all of the major
exchange points� we simplify the discussion in much of this
paper by concentrating on the logs of the largest exchange�
Mae�East� We analyze the BGP data in an attempt to char�
acterize and understand both the origins and operational
impact of routing instability� For the purposes of data ver�
i�cation� we have also analyzed sample BGP backbone logs
from a number of large service providers ��
Increasingly� major Internet service providers �ISP� are

utilizing private peering points for the exchange of inter�
domain tra�c� However� this role was not signi�cant during
the data collection period represented by the analysis in this
work� A greater level of cooperation with the major ISPs
will be needed in the future for continued measurement of
Internet routing instability�

� Background

The �uctuation of network topology can have a direct im�
pact on end�to�end performance� A network that has not
yet reached convergence may drop packets� or deliver pack�
ets out of order� In addition� through analysis of our data
and ongoing discussions with router vendors� we have found
that a signi�cant number of the core Internet routers today
are based on a route caching architecture 	���� In this archi�
tecture� routers maintain a routing table cache of destina�
tion and next�hop lookups� As long as the router�s interface
card �nds a cache entry for an incoming packet�s destination
addresses� the packet is switched on a �fast�path indepen�
dently of the router�s CPU� Under sustained levels of routing
instability� the cache undergoes frequent updates and the
probability of a packet encountering a cache miss increases�
A large number of cache misses results in increased load on
the CPU� increased switching latency and the loss of packets�
A number of researchers are currently studying the e�ects
of loss and out�of�order delivery on TCP and UDP�based
applications 	�
�� A number of vendors have developed a
new generation of routers that do not require caching and
are able to maintain the full routing table in memory on the
forwarding hardware� Initial empirical observations suggest
these routers do not exhibit the same pathological loss under
heavy routing update load 	����
Internet routers may experience severe CPU load and
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memory problems at heavy levels of routing instability� Many
of the commonly deployed Internet routers are based on the
older Motorola ����� series processor� Under stable network
conditions� these low�end processors are su�cient for most
of the router�s computational needs since the bulk of the
router�s activity happens directly on the forwarding hard�
ware� leaving the processor to handle the processing of BGP
and interior gateway protocol �IGP� messages� But heavy
instability places larger demands on a router�s CPU and
may frequently lead to problems in memory consumption
and queuing delay of packet processing� Frequently� the de�
lays in processing are so severe that routers delay routing
Keep�Alive packets and are subsequently �agged as down�
or unreachable by other routers� We have deterministically
reproduced this e�ect under laboratory conditions with only
moderate levels of route �uctuation� These experiments are
corroborated by the experience of router vendors and ISP
backbone engineers�
Experience with the NSFNet and wide�area backbones

has demonstrated that a router which fails under heavy
routing instability can instigate a �route �ap storm� In
this mode of pathological oscillation� overloaded routers are
marked as unreachable by BGP peers as they fail to main�
tain the required interval of Keep�Alive transmissions� As
routers are marked as unreachable� peer routers choose al�
ternative paths for destinations previously reachable through
the �down router and will transmit updates re�ecting the
change in topology to each of their peers� In turn� after re�
covering from transient CPU problems� the �down router
will attempt to re�initiate a BGP peering session with each
of its peer routers� generating large state dump transmis�
sions� This increased load will cause yet more routers to
fail and initiate a storm that begins a�ecting ever larger
sections of the Internet� Several route �ap storms in the
past year have caused extended outages for several million
network customers� The latest generation of routers from
several vendors �including Cisco Systems and Ascend Com�
munications� provide a mechanism in which BGP tra�c is
given a higher priority and Keep�Alive messages persist even
under heavy instability�
Instability is not unique to the Internet� Rather� insta�

bility is characteristic of any dynamically adaptive routing
system� Routing instability has a number of possible ori�
gins� including problems with leased lines� router failures�
high levels of congestion and software con�guration errors�
After one or more of these problems a�ects the availability
of a path to a set of pre�x destinations� the routers topologi�
cally closest to the failure will detect the fault� withdraw the
route and make a new local decision on the preferred alter�
native route� if any� to the set of destinations� These routers
will then propagate the new topological information to each
router within the autonomous system� The network�s bor�
der routers will in turn propagate the updated information
to each external peer router� pending local policy decisions�
Routing policies on an autonomous system�s border routers
may result in di�erent update information being transmit�
ted to each external peer�
The ASPATH attribute present in each BGP announce�

ment allows routers to detect� and prevent forwarding loops�
We de�ne a forwarding loop as a steady�state cyclic trans�
mission of user data between a set of peers� As described ear�
lier� upon receipt of an update every BGP router performs
loop veri�cation by testing if its own autonomous system
number already exists in the ASPATH of an incoming up�
date� Until recently� many backbone engineers believed that
the ASPATH mechanism in BGP was su�cient to ensure






network convergence� A recent study� however� has shown
that under certain unconstrained routing policies� BGP may
not converge and will sustain persistent route oscillations
	����
A number of solutions have been proposed to address the

problem of routing instability� including the deployment of
route dampening algorithms and the increased use of route
aggregation 	��� ��� ��� Aggregation� or supernetting� com�
bines a number of smaller IP pre�xes into a single� less spe�
ci�c route announcement� Aggregation is a powerful tool to
combat instability because it can reduce the overall num�
ber of networks visible in the core Internet� Aggregation
also hides� or abstracts� information about individual com�
ponents of a service provider�s networks at the edges of the
backbone� Aggregation is successful when there is cooper�
ation between service providers and well�planned network
addressing� Unfortunately� the increasingly competitive In�
ternet is sometimes lacking both�
Compounding the problem� a rapidly increasing number

of end�sites are choosing to obtain redundant connectivity
to the Internet via multiple service providers� This redun�
dant connectivity� or multi�homing� requires that each core
Internet router maintain a more speci�c� or longer� pre�x in
addition to any less speci�c aggregate address block pre�xes
covering the multi�homed site�
Our study shows that more than �� percent of pre�xes

are currently multi�homed and non�aggregatable� Further�
we �nd that the prevalence of multi�homing exhibits a rel�
atively steep linear rate of growth� This result is consistent
with some of the recent �ndings of Govindan and Reddy 	���
Route servers provide an additional tool to help back�

bone operators cope with the high levels of Internet routing
instability� Each router at an exchange point normally must
exchange routing information with every other peer router�
This requires O�N�� bilateral peering sessions� where N is
the number of peers� Although route servers do not help
limit the �ood of instability information� they do help o�oad
computationally complex peering from individual routers
onto a centralized route server� This server maintains peer�
ing sessions with each exchange point router and performs
routing table policy computations on behalf of each client
peer� The route server transmits a summary of post�policy
routing table changes to each client peer� Each peer router
then needs only to maintain a single peering session with
the route server� reducing the number of peering sessions to
O�N��
A number of vendors have also implemented route damp�

ening 	��� algorithms in their routers� These algorithms
�hold�down� or refuse to believe� updates about routes that
exceed certain parameters of instability� such as exceeding a
certain number of updates in an hour� A router will not
process additional updates for a dampened route until a
preset period of time has experienced� Route dampening
algorithms� however� are not a panacea� Dampening algo�
rithms can introduce arti�cial connectivity problems� as �le�
gitimate announcements about a new network may be de�
layed due to earlier dampened instability� A number of ISPs
have implemented a more draconian version of enforcing sta�
bility by either �ltering all route announcements longer than
a given pre�x length or refusing to peer with small service
providers�
Overall� our research has shown that the Internet con�

tinues to exhibit high levels of routing instability despite
the increased emphasis on aggregation and the aggressive
deployment of route dampening technology� Further� re�
cent studies have shown that the Internet topology is grow�

ing increasingly less hierarchical with the rapid addition of
new exchange points and peering relationships 	��� As the
topological complexity grows� the quality of Internet address
aggregation will likely decrease� and the potential for insta�
bility will increase as the number of globally visible routes
expands� Since commercial and mission critical applications
are increasingly migrating towards using the Internet as a
communication medium� it is important to understand and
characterize routing instability for protocol design and sys�
tem architecture evolution�
The behavior and dynamics of Internet routing stability

have gone virtually without formal study� with the exception
of Govindan and Reddy 	��� Paxson 	��� and Chinoy 	
��
Chinoy measured the instability of the NSFNet backbone
in ���
� Unlike the current commercial Internet� the now
decommissioned NSFNet had a relatively simple topology
and homogeneous routing technology� Chinoy�s analysis did
not focus on any of the pathological behaviors or trends we
describe in this paper 	
��
Paxson studied routing stability from the standpoint of

end�to�end performance 	���� We approach the analysis from
a complimentary direction � by analyzing the internal rout�
ing information that will give rise to end�to�end paths� The
analysis of this paper is based on data collected at Internet
routing exchange points� Govidian examined similar data�
but focused primarily on gross topological characterizations�
such as the growth and topological rate of change of the In�
ternet 	���

� Analysis of Pathological Routing Information

In this section� we �rst discuss the expected behavior of
a well�behaved inter�domain routing system� We then de�
scribe the observed behavior of Internet routing� and de�ne a
taxonomy for discussing the di�erent classi�cations of rout�
ing information� We will demonstrate that much of the be�
havior of inter�domain routing is pathological and suggests
widespread� systematic problems in portions of the Inter�
net infrastructure� We distinguish between three classes of
routing information� forwarding instability� policy �uctua�
tion� and pathologic �or redundant� updates� In this section
we focus on the characterization of pathological routing in�
formation� In Section �� we will discuss long�term trends
and temporal behavior of both forwarding instability and
policy �uctuation�
Although the default�free Internet routing tables cur�

rently contain approximately ������ pre�xes 	��� our study
has shown that routers in the Internet core currently ex�
change between three and six million routing pre�x updates
each day� On average� this accounts for ��� updates per net�
work on the Internet every day� More signi�cantly� we have
found that the �ow of routing update information tends to
be extremely bursty� At times� core Internet routers receive
bursts of updates at a rates exceeding several hundred pre�
�x announcements a second� Our data shows that on at
least one occasion� the total number of updates exchanged
at the Internet core has exceeded 
� million per day�� This
aggregate rate of instability can place a substantial load on
recipient routers as each route may be matched against a po�
tentially extensive list of policy �lters and operators� The
current high level of Internet instability is a signi�cant prob�
lem for all but the most high�end of commercial routers�
And even high�end routers may experience increasing levels

�Our data collection infrastructure failed for the day after record�
ing �� million updates in a six hour period� The number of updates
that day may actually have been much higher�
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of packet loss� delay� and time to reach convergence as the
rate of instability increases�
In this paper� we analyze sequences of BGP updates for

each �pre�x� peer� tuple over the duration of our nine month
study� As we describe later� the majority of BGP updates
from a peer for a given pre�x exhibit a high locality of refer�
ence� usually occurring within several minutes of each other�
In these sequences of updates for a given �pre�x� peer� tuple�
we identify �ve types of successive events�

WADi�� A route is explicitly withdrawn as it becomes un�
reachable and it is later replaced with an alternative
route to the same destination� The alternative route
di�ers in its ASPATH or nexthop attribute informa�
tion� This is a type of forwarding instability�

AADi�� A route is implicitly withdrawn and replaced by
an alternative route as the original route becomes un�
reachable� or a preferred alternative path becomes avail�
able� This is a type of forwarding instability�

WADup� A route is explicitly withdrawn and then rean�
nounced as reachable� This may re�ect transient topo�
logical �link or router� failure� or it may represent a
pathological oscillation� This is generated by either
forwarding instability or pathological behavior�

AADup� A route is implicitly withdrawn and replaced with
a duplicate of the original route� We de�ne a duplicate
route as a subsequent route announcement that does
not di�er in the nexthop or ASPATH attribute infor�
mation� This may re�ect pathological behavior as a
router should only send a BGP update for a change in
topology or policy� Since our initial study only exam�
ined the attributes re�ective of inter�domain forward�
ing path �ASPATH and nexthop�� this may also re�ect
policy �uctuation�

WWDup� The repeated transmission of BGP withdrawals
for a pre�x that is currently unreachable� This is
pathological behavior�

��� Gross Observations

In the remainder of the paper� we will refer to AADi�� WAD�
i� and WADup as instability� We will refer to WWDup as
pathological instability� AADup may represent either patho�
logical instability or policy �uctuation� A BGP update may
contain additional attributes �MED� communities� localpref�
etc��� but only changes in the �Pre�x� NextHop� ASPATH�
tuple will re�ect inter�domain topological changes� or for�
warding instability� Successive pre�x advertisements with
di�erences in other attributes may re�ect routing policy
changes� For example� a network may announce a route
with a new BGP community� The new community repre�
sents a policy change� but may not directly re�ect a change
in the inter�domain forwarding path of user data�
In principle� the introduction of classless inter�domain

routing �CIDR� 	��� has allowed backbone operators to group
a large number of customer network IP addresses into one
or more large �supernet route advertisements at their au�
tonomous system�s boundaries� A high level of aggregation
will result in a small number of globally visible pre�xes�
and a greater stability in pre�xes that are announced� In
general� an autonomous system will maintain a path to an
aggregate supernet pre�x as long as a path to one or more of
the component pre�xes is available� This e�ectively limits
the visibility of instability stemming from unstable customer

circuits or routers to the scope of a single autonomous sys�
tem�
Unfortunately� portions of the Internet address space are

not well�aggregated and contain considerably more routes
than theoretically necessary� Although aggregation of a sin�
gle site� or campus�level network is relatively straightfor�
ward� aggregation at a larger scale� including across multi�
ple backbone providers� is considerably more di�cult and
requires close cooperation between service providers�
Perhaps the largest factor contributing to poor aggrega�

tion is the increasing trend towards multi�homing of cus�
tomer end�sites 	��� Since the multi�homed customer pre�
�xes require global visibility� it is problematic for these ad�
dresses to be aggregated into larger supernets� In addition�
the lack of hierarchical allocation of the early� pre�CIDR IP
address space exacerbates the current poor level of aggrega�
tion� Prior to the introduction of RFC��

�� most customer
sites obtained address space directly from the Internic in�
stead of from their provider�s CIDR block� Similarly� the
technical di�culties and associated reluctance of customer
networks to renumber IP addresses when selecting a new
service provider contribute to the number of unaggregated
addresses�
The suboptimal aggregation of Internet address space

has resulted in large number of globally visible addresses�
More signi�cantly� many of these globally visible pre�xes are
reachable via one or more paths� We would expect Internet
instability to be proportional to the total number of avail�
able paths to all of the globally visible network addresses or
aggregates� Analysis of our experimentally collected BGP
data has revealed signi�cantly more BGP updates than we
originally anticipated� The Internet �default�free routing
tables currently contain approximately ������ pre�xes with
����� unique ASPATHs interconnecting ��
�� di�erent au�
tonomous systems 	��� As shown later in this paper� instabil�
ity is well�distributed over destination pre�xes� peer routers�
and origin autonomous system space� In other words� no
single pre�x or path dominates the routing statistics or con�
tributes a disproportionate amount of BGP updates� Thus�
we would expect that instability should be proportional to
the ����� paths and ������ pre�xes� or substantially less
than the three to six million updates per day we currently
observe�
The majority of these millions of unexpected updates�

however� may not re�ect legitimate changes in network to�
pology� Instead� our study has shown that the majority
of inter�domain routing information consists of pathologi�
cal updates� Speci�c examples of these pathologies include�
repeated� duplicate withdrawal announcements �WWDup��
oscillating reachability announcements �WADup�� and dup�
licate path announcements �AADup�� Figure � shows the
relative distribution of each class of instability over a seven
month period� For the clarity and simpli�cation of the fol�
lowing discussions� we have excluded WWDup from Figure �
so as not to obscure the salient features of the other data�
The breakdown of instability categories shows that both the
AADup and WADup classi�cations consistently dominate
other categories of routing instability� The relative magni�
tude of AADup updates was unexpected� Closer analysis
has shown that the AADup category is dominated by pol�
icy changes that do not directly a�ect forwarding instability
and will be the topic of future work� Only a small por�
tion of the BGP updates �AADi�� WADi�� each day may
directly re�ect possible exogenous network events� such as
router failures and leased line disconnectivity� In Section ��
we discuss the impact of the pathological updates on In�
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ternet infrastructure� In general� the repeated transmission
of these pathological updates is a suboptimal use of critical
Internet infrastructure resources�

Network Announce Withdraw Unique

Provider A ���� ����� ����

Provider B � ����� ����

Provider C �� �� ��

Provider D �� ��� ��

Provider E ���� ���� �

Provider F �� ����� �����

Provider G � ����� ����	

Provider H ���	� ��	�� �����

Provider I ��	 ���	��� �����

Provider J ���� ���� ���

Table �� Partial list of update totals per ISP on February �� ����
at AADS� This data is representative of daily routing update to�

tals� These totals should not be interpreted as performance of
particular backbone provider� Data may be more re�ective of a
provider�s customers and the relative quality of address aggrega�

tion�

Analysis of nine months of BGP tra�c indicates that the
majority of BGP updates consist entirely of pathological�
duplicate withdrawals �WWDup�� Most of these WWDup
withdrawals are transmitted by routers belonging to au�
tonomous systems that never previously announced reach�
ability for the withdrawn pre�xes� On average� we observe
between ������� to � million pathological withdrawals per
day being exchanged at the Mae�East exchange point� As
Table � illustrates� many of the exchange point routers with�
draw an order of magnitude more routes then they announce
during a given day� For example� Table � shows that ISP�
I announced ��� pre�xes� but transmitted over ��� million
withdrawals for just ������ di�erent pre�xes�
The ��� million updates illustrates an important property

of inter�domain routing � the disproportionate e�ect that a
single service provider can have on the global routing mesh�
Our analysis of the data shows that all pathological routing
incidents were caused by small service providers� We de�ne
a pathological routing incident as a time when the aggre�
gate level of routing instability seen at an exchange point
exceeds the normal level of instability by one or more orders
of magnitude� Further interaction with these providers has
revealed several types of problems including miscon�gured
routers� and faulty new hardware�software in their infras�
tructure�
Our data also indicates that not all service providers

exhibit this pathological behavior� Empirical observations
show that there is a strong causal relationship between the
manufacturer of a router used by an ISP and the level of
pathological BGP behavior exhibited by the ISP� For exam�
ple� in a particular case� we observed that before a large
service provider�s transition to a backbone infrastructure
based on particular router� the service provider exhibited
well�behaved routing� Immediately following the transition�
the service provider began demonstrating pathological be�
havior similar to behaviors described previously�
Our analysis of the data also indicates that routing up�

dates have a regular� speci�c periodicity� We have found
that most of these updates demonstrate a periodicity of ei�
ther 
� or �� seconds� as discussed below� We de�ne the
persistence of instability and pathologies as the duration of
time routing information �uctuates before it stabilizes� Our
data indicate that the persistence of most pathological BGP
behaviors are under �ve minutes� This short�lived patho�
logical behavior suggests some type of delay in convergence
between inter�domain BGP routers� or multiple IGP�EGP

routing protocols operating within an autonomous system�

��� Possible Origins of Routing Pathologies

Our analysis indicates that a small portion of the extrane�
ous� pathological withdrawals may be attributable to a spe�
ci�c router vendor�s implementation decisions� In particular�
one Internet router vendor has made a time�space trade�
o� implementation decision in their routers not to main�
tain state on the information advertised to the router�s BGP
peers� Upon receipt of any topology change� these routers
will transmit announcements or withdrawals to all BGP
peers regardless of whether they had previously sent the
peer an announcement for the route� Withdrawals are sent
for every explicitly and implicitly withdrawn pre�x� We will
subsequently refer to this implementation as stateless BGP�
At each public exchange point� this stateless BGP imple�
mentation may contribute an additional O�N � U� updates
for each legitimate change in topology� where N is the num�
ber of peer routers and U is the number of updates� It is
important to note that the stateless BGP implementation is
compliant with the current IETF BGP standard 	���� Sev�
eral products from other router vendors do maintain knowl�
edge of the information transmitted to BGP peers and will
only transmit updates when topology changes a�ect a route
between the local and peer routers� After the initial pre�
sentation of our results 	���� the vendor responsible for the
stateless BGP implementation updated their router oper�
ating software to maintain partial state on BGP advertise�
ments� Several ISPs have now begun deploying the updated
software on their backbone routers� Preliminary results af�
ter deployment of this new software indicate that it limits
distribution of WWDup updates� As we describe below�
although the software update may be e�ective in masking
WWDup behavior� it does not explain the origins of the
oscillating WWDup behavior�
Overall� our study indicates that the stateless BGP im�

plementation by itself contributes an insigni�cant number of
additional updates to the global routing mesh� Speci�cally�
the stateless BGP implementation does not account for the
oscillating behavior of WWDup� and AADup updates� In
the case of a single�homed customer and a number of state�
less peer routers� every legitimate announce�withdrawal se�
quence should result in at most O�N� updates at the ex�
change point� where N is the number of peers� Instead�
empirical evidence suggests that each legitimate withdrawal
may induce some type of short�lived pathological network
oscillation� We have observed that the persistence of these
updates is between one and �ve minutes�
In general� Internet routing instability remains poorly

understood and there is no consensus among the research
and engineering communities on the characterization or sig�
ni�cance of many of the behaviors we observed� Researchers
and the members of the North American Network Opera�
tors Group �NANOG� have suggested a number of plausi�
ble explanations for the periodic behavior� including� CSU
timer problems� miscon�gured interaction of IGP�BGP pro�
tocols� router vendor software bugs� timer problems� and
self�synchronization�
Most Internet leased lines �T�� T
� use a type of broad�

band modem referred to as a Channel Service Units �CSU��
Miscon�gured CSUs may have clocks which derive from dif�
ferent sources� The drift between two clock sources can
cause the line to oscillate between periods of normal service
and corrupted data� Unlike telephone customers� router in�
terface cards are sensitive to millisecond loss of line carrier
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Figure �� Breakdown of Mae�East routing updates from April through September �����

and will �ag the link as down� If these CSU problems are
widespread� the resulting link oscillation may contribute a
signi�cant number of the periodic BGP route withdrawals
and announcements we describe�
Another possible explanation involves a popular router

vendor�s inclusion of an unjittered 
� second interval timer
on BGP�s update processing� Most BGP implementations
use a small� jittered timer to coalesce multiple outbound
routing updates into a single BGP update message in order
to reduce protocol processing overhead on the receiving peer
	���� The combination of this timer and a stateless BGP im�
plementation may introduce some unintended side�e�ects�
Speci�cally� we examine the sequence of an announcement
for a pre�x with ASPATH A�� followed by an announcement
�and subsequent implicit withdrawal for A�� for the pre�x
with ASPATH A�� followed by a re�announcement of the
pre�x with ASPATH A�� If the sequence A��A��A� occurs
within the expiration of the timer interval� the routing soft�
ware may �ag the route as changed and transmit a duplicate
route announcement at the end of the interval� A similar
sequence of events for the availability of a route� W�A�W�
could account for WWDup behavior of some routers� Over�
all� the 
� second interval timer may be acting as an arti��
cial route dampening mechanism� and as such� the WWDup
and AADup behavior may be masking real instability� We
will discuss the implication and e�ects of redundant BGP
updates and pathological behavior more in Section ��
Unjittered timers in a router may also lead to self syn�

chronization� In 	��� Floyd and Jacobson describe a means
by which an initially unsynchronized system of apparently
independent routers may inadvertently become synchronized�
In the Internet� the unjittered BGP interval timer used on a
large number of inter�domain border routers may introduce
a weak coupling between those routers through the periodic
transmission of the BGP updates� Our analysis suggests
that these Internet routers will ful�ll the requirements of
the Periodic Message model 	�� and may undergo abrupt
synchronization� This synchronization would result in a
large number of BGP routers transmitting updates simulta�
neously� Floyd and Jacobson describe self�synchronization
behavior with Decnet DNA protocol� the Cisco IGRP proto�
col� and the RIP� protocol on the NSFNet backbone� The
simultaneous transmission of updates has the potential to
overwhelm the processing capacity of recipient routers and
lead to periodic link or router failures� We have discussed
the possibility of self�synchronization with router vendors
and are exploring the validity of this conjecture�

Another plausible explanation for the source of the peri�
odic routing instability may be the improper con�guration
of the interaction between interior gateway protocols and
BGP� The injection of routes from IGP protocols� such as
OSPF� into BGP� and vice versa� requires a complex� and
often mishandled� �ltering of pre�xes� Since the conversion
between protocols is lossy� path information �e�g�� ASPATH�
is not preserved across protocols and routers will not be able
to detect an inter�protocol routing update oscillation� This
type of interaction is highly suspect as most IGP protocols
utilize internal timers based on some multiple of 
� seconds�
We are working closely with router vendors and backbone
providers on an ongoing analysis of these interactions�
As described earlier� Varadhan et al� 	��� show that un�

constrained routing policies can lead to persistent route os�
cillations� Only the severely restrictive shortest�path route
selection algorithm is provably safe� Since the end of the
NSFNet� routing policies have been growing in size and
complexity� As the number of peering arrangements and
the topological complexity of the Internet continue to grow�
the potential for developing persistent route oscillation in�
creases� We note� however� that there have been no known
reports to date of persistent route oscillation occurring in
operational networks� The evaluation and characterization
of potentially dangerous unconstrained policies remains an
open issue currently being investigated by several research
groups�

� Analysis of Instability

In the previous section we explored characteristics of patho�
logical routing behavior� In this section� we focus on the
trends and characteristics of both forwarding instability and
route policy �uctuation� The remainder of this discussion
presents routing statistics collected at the Mae�East exchange
point� It is important to note that these results are repre�
sentative of other exchange points� including PacBell and
Sprint�

��� Instability Density

Ignoring attribute changes and pathological tra�c �AADup
and WWDup� we examined the remaining BGP updates for
any overall patterns and trends� Figure 
 represents Internet
routing instability for a seven month period� This instabil�
ity is measured as the sum of AADi�� WADi�� and WADup
updates seen during the day for seven months� Each day is
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represented by a vertical slice of small squares� each of which
represent a ten minute aggregate of instability updates� The
black squares represent a level of instability above a certain
threshold� the light�gray squares a level below� and the white
squares represent times for which data is not available� Ad�
ditionally� the horizontal axis has a raised indentation that
represents weekends� The raw data were detrended using
a least�square regression � routing instability increased lin�
early during the seven month period� Moreover� because we
were looking for gross trends� the magnitude of the di�er�
ence between minimal and maximal instability was reduced
by examining the logarithm of this detrended data� Figure 

represents the modi�ed data� The threshold was chosen as
a point above the mean of the modi�ed data� and as such
represents a signi�cant level of raw updates that varies de�
pending on the date� The values for the threshold corre�
spond to a raw update rate from 
�� updates per �� minute
aggregate in April to ��� updates in October�
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Figure 
� Internet forwarding instability density measured
at the Mae�East exchange point during �����

Figure 
 shows several interesting phenomena� The bot�
tom of the graph represents midnight EST for each given
day� Notice that during the hours of midnight EST �����pm
PST� to ����am EST there are signi�cantly fewer updates
than during the rest of the day� the updates appear to be
heaviest during North American network usage hours� In
particular� from noon to midnight are the densest hours�
The second major trend is represented by vertical stripes
of less instability �light gray� that correspond to weekends�
Perhaps the most striking visual pattern that emerges from
the graph are the bold vertical lines at the end of May and
beginning of June� These represent the state of the Internet
during a major ISP�s infrastructure upgrade� Some networks
experienced especially high levels of congestion� disconnec�
tivity� and latency during this period� Another interesting
pattern is the horizontal line of dense updates at approx�
imately �����am �����am PST�� This line represents large
spikes of raw updates that are consistently measured� A
plausible explanation for this localized density is that this
time may correspond to backbone maintenance windows�
Finally� notice that the updates measured during June� July
and early August from about ����pm to midnight are sparser
than those times in May and late August and September�
This may represent summer vacation at most of the educa�
tional hosts in the Internet� and re�ects a pattern closer to
the usage of business�
The week of routing updates represented in �gure � pro�

vides a representative display of the general trends over a
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Figure �� Representative week of raw forwarding instabil�
ity updates �August 
 through �� ����� aggregated at ten
minute intervals�

week� From the data there appears to be a bell�shaped curve
of raw updates that peaks during the afternoon� Similarly�
there is relatively little instability during the weekend� The
exception is Saturday�s spike� Saturdays often have high
amounts of temporally localized instability� We have no im�
mediate explanation for this occurrence�
A more rigorous approach to identifying temporal trends

in the the routing updates was undertaken using time series
analysis� Speci�cally� the modi�ed data represented in �g�
ure 
 were analyzed using spectrum analysis� The data from
August through September were used due to their complete�
ness� Again� these detrended data were ideal for harmonic
analysis having been �ltered in a manner similar to the treat�
ment of Beverage�s wheat prices by Bloom�eld in 	��� The
rate of routing updates is modeled as xt � TtIt� where Tt is
the trend at time t and It is an irregular or oscillating term�
Since all three terms are strictly positive� we conclude that
logxt � logTt� logIt� Tt can be assumed as some value of x
near time t� and It some dimensionless quantity close to ��
hence logIt oscillates about �� This avoids adding frequency
biases that can be introduced due to linear �ltering�
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Figure �� Results from time series analysis of the Internet
forwarding instability updates measured at the Mae�East
exchange point during August and September ���� using
hourly aggregates�

Figure � shows a correlogram of the data generated by
two techniques� a traditional fast Fourier transform �FFT�
of the autocorrelation function of the data� and maximum�
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entropy �MEM� spectral estimation� These two approaches
di�er in their estimation methods� and provide a mechanism
for validation of results� They both �nd signi�cant frequen�
cies at seven days� and �� hours� These con�rm the visual
trends identi�ed in �gures 
 and ��
It is somewhat surprising that the measured routing in�

stability corresponds so closely to the trends seen in Internet
bandwidth usage 	��� and packet loss� As to the causality
of these phenomena� we can only o�er suppositions� With a
high level of packet loss and a signi�cant rate of BGP up�
dates� keep�alive messages can become delayed long enough
to drop BGP connections between peering routers� The spe�
ci�c levels of update load and congestion necessary to sever
these connections vary depending on the routing technol�
ogy in place� Once a BGP connection is severed� all of the
peer�s routes are withdrawn� An alternate explanation is
that this cycle is due to Internet engineering activity that
occurs within a business day� However� the data seem to
indicate that a signi�cant level of instability remains until
late evening� correlating more with Internet usage than engi�
neering maintenance hours� While the relationship between
network usage and routing instability may seem intuitively
obvious to some� a more rigorous justi�cation is problem�
atic due to the size and heterogeneity of the Internet� We
are continuing to investigate this relationship in our current
work 	���

��� Fine�grained Instability Statistics

Having examined aggregate instability statistics� we now an�
alyze the data at a �ner granularity� autonomous system
and route contributions� To simplify the following presenta�
tion� we focus on a single month of instability� August �����
measured at the Mae�East exchange point� This month was
chosen since it typi�es the results seen at the other exchange
points across our measurements� Speci�cally� we show that�

� No single autonomous system consistently dominates
the instability statistics�

� There is not a correlation between the size of an AS
�measured at the public exchange point as the num�
ber of routes which it announces to non�customer and
non�transit peers� and its proportion of the instability
statistics�

� A small set of paths or pre�xes do not dominate the
instability statistics� instability is evenly distributed
across routes�

The graphs in �gure � break down the routing updates
seen during August measured in each of the route server�s
peers� Three update categories �AADi�� WADi�� and WA�
Dup� are shown where points represent the normalized num�
ber of updates announced by a peer on a speci�c day� That
is� there is a point for every peer for every day in August�
The horizontal axes show the proportion of the Internet�s
default�free routing table for which the peer is responsible
on a speci�c day� the vertical axes signify the proportion of
that day�s route updates that the peer generated� The diago�
nal represents the break�even points� where a peer generates
a proportion of announcements equal to its responsibility for
routes in the routing table� If routing updates were equally
distributed across all routes� we would expect to see au�
tonomous systems generating them at a rate equal to their
share of the routing table� Generally� we do not see that�
few days cluster about the line which indicates that there is

not a correlation between the size of an AS� and its share of
the update statistics�
The Internet routing tables are dominated by six to eight

ISPs� These ISPs represent the clusters of points highlighted
in �gure �a� Over the course of the month� their share of
the default�free routing tables did not change signi�cantly�
Over the course of our analysis no single ISP consistently
contributes disproportionately to the measured instability
in all three categories� The exception� shown in the �gures�
is ISP�E which during August was going through an infras�
tructure transition� While it is not characteristic of ISP�E �s
behavior for every month� it was characteristic of our analy�
sis that at least one of the major ISPs was going through an
infrastructure change at any given point in time� Some au�
tonomous systems always represent a somewhat larger share
of instability� but this may be explained by a large number
of factors� For example� ISP�A provides connectivity to a
large number of international networks� ISP�B is a relatively
new ISP that has a much younger customer base and has
been able to provide address space from under its own set
of aggregated CIDR blocks� perhaps hiding internal insta�
bility through better aggregation� Additional factors that
can skew ISP behavior include� customer behavior� routing
policies� and quality of aggregation�
We now focus on the instability on a per�route basis�

Speci�cally� we look at the instability measured at the Mae�
East exchange point during August for �pre�x� AS�peer�
pairs� or Pre�x�AS� A Pre�x�AS represents a set of routes
that an AS announces for a given destination� It is more
speci�c than a pre�x since the same pre�x could be reached
through several ASes� and more general than a route which
uniquely speci�es the ASPATH� By aggregating routing up�
dates on Pre�x�AS pairs� we can pinpoint several rout�
ing update phenomena� updates that oscillate over several
routes for a given pre�x� AS contribution for given pre�x�
and pre�x behavior�
Figure � shows the cumulative distribution of Pre�x�AS

instability for the four BGP announcement categories� In
all four graphs� the horizontal axes represent the number
of Pre�x�AS pairs that exhibited a speci�c number of BGP
instability events� the vertical axes show the cumulative pro�
portion of all such events� The graphs contain lines that
represent daily cumulative distributions for August �����
Examining these graphs� one can see that from �� to ���
percent of the daily instability is contributed by Pre�x�AS
pairs announced less than �fty times� For example� �gure �a
shows that depending on the day� from �� to �� percent
�median of approximately ���� of the AADi� events are
contributed by routes that changed ten times or less� To�
gether� these graphs show that no single route consistently
dominates the instability measured at the exchange point�
However� there are days where a single Pre�x�AS pair con�
tributes substantially� such as August ��� a day where sev�
eral pre�x�AS pairs contributed about ��� of the daily ag�
gregate AADi�s� graphically displayed as the lowest curve
in �gure �a� Speci�cally� in this example� ISP�A announced
seven routes each between �
� and ��� times� These same
seven routes had an equal amount of AADups that day and
also account for the low curve in �gure �c� Moreover� there
are zero withdrawals on these seven pre�xes�
When comparing the four types of routing updates in �g�

ure �� one can see that WADi� climbs to a plateau of about
��� faster than the other three categories� WADi� also has
the fewest number of Pre�x�AS pairs that dominate their
days� In fact� there are very few days where a Pre�x�AS has
more than ��� WADi� events� Similarly� there are very few
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Figure �� AS contribution to routing updates measured at the Mae�East exchange point during August ����� These graphs
measure the relative level of routing updates generated by backbone providers� This data does not represent relative perfor�
mance of ISPs� and may be more re�ective of customer instability and address allocation policies�
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Figure �� Cumulative distribution of Pre�x�AS routing updates measured at the Mae�East exchange point during August
����� Each line in a graph represents the update distribution for a single day�

days where a Pre�x�AS sees more than ��� AADi� events�
Taken together� this information is comforting since these
categories perhaps best represent actual topological insta�
bility� In contrast� the categories than may represent re�
dundant instability information� AADup and WADup� both
have a signi�cant number of days where from �� to ���
of their events come from Pre�x�AS pairs that occur ���
times or more� An investigation of instability aggregated on
pre�x alone generated results similar to those shown in this
section and have been omitted�

��� Temporal Properties of Instability Statistics

We next turn our attention to the temporal properties of
Internet routing instability� Section ��� described the aggre�
gate temporal behavior and identi�ed the weekly and daily
frequencies� Here we investigate the frequency distributions
for instability events at the Pre�x�AS level� Again our anal�
ysis looks at the statistics from August ���� measured at
the Mae�East exchange point� For this analysis� we de�ne a
routing update�s frequency as the inverse of the inter�arrival
time between routing updates� a high frequency corresponds
to a short inter�arrival time�
We were particularly interested in the high frequency

component of routing instability in our analysis� Other work
has been able to capture the lower frequencies through both
routing table snapshots 	�� and end�to�end techniques 	����
Our measurement apparatus allowed a unique opportunity

to examine the high frequency components� Our results
are shown in �gure �� The graphs in �gure � represents
a histogram distribution for each of the four instability cat�
egories� The graphs� horizontal axes mark the histogram
bins in a log�time scale that ranges from one second ��s�
to one day ���h�� the vertical axes show the proportion of
updates contained in the histogram bins� The data shown
in these graphs take the form of a modi�ed box plot� the
black dot represents the median proportion for all the days
for each event bin� the vertical line below the dot contains
the �rst quartile of daily proportions for the bin� and the
line above the dot represents the fourth quartile�
As illustrated �gure �� the predominant frequencies in

each of the graphs are captured by the thirty second and
one minute bins� The fact that these frequencies account
for half of the measured statistics was surprising� Normally
one would expect a exponential distribution for the inter�
arrival time of routing updates as they might re�ect exoge�
nous events� such as power outages� �ber cuts and other
natural and human events� The thirty second periodicity
suggests some wide�spread� systematic in�uence in the ori�
gin� or on the �ow of instability information� There are
several possible causes for this periodicity including rout�
ing software timers� self synchronization� and routing loops�
The presence of these frequencies in the more legitimate in�
stability categories� such as WADi� and AADi� almost cer�
tainly represents some pathology which may be caused by
CSU handshaking timeouts on leased lines or a �aw in the
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Figure �� Histogram distribution of update inter�arrival time distances for Pre�x�AS instability measured at the Mae�East
exchange point during August �����

routing protocols�

� Impact of Routing Instability and Conclusion

As we described earlier� forwarding instability can have a
signi�cant deleterious impact on the Internet infrastructure�
Instability that re�ects real topological changes can lead
to increased packet loss� delay in time for network conver�
gence� and additional memory�CPU overhead on routers�
In the current Internet� network operators routinely report
backbone outages and other signi�cant network problems
directly related to the occurrence of route �aps 	����
Our analysis in this paper demonstrated that the ma�

jority ��� percent� of routing information is pathological
and may not re�ect real network topological changes� We
de�ned a taxonomy for discussing routing information and
suggested a number of plausible explanations that may ac�
count for some of the anomalous behaviors� Router vendors
and ISPs are currently proceeding with the deployment of
updated routing software to correct some of the potential
problems we described�
Since pathological� or redundant� routing information

does not a�ect a router�s forwarding tables or cache� the
overall impact of this phenomena may be relatively benign
and may not substantially impact a router�s performance�
Most of the pathological updates will be quickly discarded
by routers and will not undergo policy evaluation� More im�
portantly� these pathological updates will not trigger router
cache churn and the resultant cache misses and subsequent
packet loss�
A number of network operators� however� believe that

the the sheer volume of pathological updates may still be
problematic 	���� Even pathological updates require some
minimal router resources� including CPU� bu�ers and the
expense of marshaling pathological pre�x data into both in�
bound and outbound packets� Informal experiments with
several popular routers suggest that su�ciently high rates
of pathological updates �e�g� 
�� updates per second� are
enough to crash a widely deployed� high�end model of com�
mercial Internet router� We de�ne crash as a state in which
the router is completely unresponsive and does not respond
to future routing protocol messages� or console interrupts�
Other studies have reported high CPU consumption and
loss of peering sessions at moderate rates of routing insta�
bility� Although our analysis of the impact of redundant
information on Internet performance is still ongoing� we be�
lieve pathological updates are a suboptimal use of Internet

resources�
Our analysis of the data showed that instability is well

distributed across both autonomous systems and pre�x space�
More succinctly� no single service provider or set of network
destinations appears to be at fault� We described a strong
correlation between the version and manufacturer of a router
used by an ISP and the level of pathological behavior exhib�
ited by that ISP� As noted earlier� router vendors responded
to our �nding� and developed software updates to limit sev�
eral pathologies� Updated software is now actively being
deployed by backbone operators� Preliminary results indi�
cate that it will be successful in limiting the �ow of some
pathologies� particularly those involving WWDup updates�
We also showed that instability and redundant infor�

mation exhibit strong temporal properties� We describe a
strong correlation between the level of routing activity and
network usage� The magnitude of routing information ex�
hibits the same signi�cant weekly� daily and holiday cycles
as network usage and congestion� Although the relation
between instability and congestion may seem intuitive� a
formal explanation for this relationship is more di�cult�
Instability and redundant routing information also ex�

hibit a strong periodicity� Speci�cally� we described 
� and
�� second periodicity in both instability and redundant BGP
information� We o�ered a number of plausible explanations
for this phenomena� including� self�synchronization� miscon�
�guration of IGP�BGP interactions� router software prob�
lems� and CSU link oscillation� The origins of this periodic
phenomena� however� remain an open question�
If we ignore the impact of redundant updates and other

pathological behaviors� Figure � shows that most ��� per�
cent� of Internet routes exhibit a relatively high level of sta�
bility� Only between 
 and �� percent of routes exhibit one
or more WADi� per day� and between � and �� percent ex�
hibit one or more AADi� each day� This conforms with
empirical observations by most end�users that the Internet
usually seems to work� Our data also agrees with Paxson�s
�ndings that only a very small fraction of routes exhibit
some type of topological instability each day	����
One of our di�culties in evaluating the impact of insta�

bility on Internet performance is that we have not yet fully
been able to characterize and understand the signi�cance of
the di�erent classes of routing information� Figure � shows
that between 
� and ��� percent ��� percent median� of
pre�x�AS tuples are involved in at least one category of
routing update �policy �uctuation� forwarding instability�
pathological information� each day� Speci�cally� we do not

��
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Figure �� Proportion of Internet Routes a�ected by routing
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know what percentage of redundant updates may actually
be re�ective of �legitimate changes in forwarding informa�
tion� As we described earlier� some of our analysis suggests
that a portion of the AADup and WWDup behaviors may
originate in the interaction between forwarding instability
and the 
� second interval timer on some routers� If this
is the case� then some portion of pathological behavior may
re�ect legitimate topological changes�
By directly measuring the BGP information shared by

Internet Service Providers at several major exchange points�
this paper identi�ed several important trends and anomalies
in inter�domain routing behavior� This work in conjunction
with several other research e�orts has begun to examine
inter�domain routing through experimental measurements�
These research e�orts help characterize the e�ect of added
topological complexity in the Internet since the end of of the
NSFNet backbone� Further studies are crucial for gaining
insight into routing behavior and network performance so
that a rational growth of the Internet can be sustained�
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